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Fednav orders new ice-breaking bulk carrier
Fednav has recently placed an order with Sumitomo Corporation and
Universal Shipbuilding Corporation, Japan, for the design and construction
of an ice-breaking bulk carrier that will deliver in December 2013. The
new vessel to be built at Universal’s Tsu shipyard will be classed by Det
Norske Veritas and have a design deadweight of 25,000 tonnes. The ship
will be committed to a long-term contract with Canadian Royalties Inc. for
the transport of nickel and copper concentrates from its Nunavik mine in
northern Quebec and of mine supplies and equipment on the return trip.

Fednav named Bulk Ship Operator of
the Year at IBJ Awards
Fednav Group was presented with the
International Bulk Journal’s award for Bulk
Ship Operator of the Year on November 19
at a gala at the Elysée Hotel in Hamburg. The
award, received for the second time since 2009,
highlights the company’s contribution to maritime
trade, and its leadership in the implementation
of higher industry operating standards, including
environmental protection and safety.

Federal Sable visits the Lantic Sugar Terminal in Montreal
On October 11, Fednav Limited
marked the first visit of its ship, the
Federal Sable, to the Lantic Sugar
Terminal at the Port of Montreal. The
event highlighted the exceptional
40-year partnership between these
two Montreal institutions. The
Federal Sable is the first in a series
Jo Makin, vessel’s godmother, and Mark Pathy of eight ice-class vessels of 37,200
DWT delivered by the Ouhua shipyard in China in 2012, and part of the
2012 to 2016 fleet renewal program of 21 newbuildings ordered from
Japanese and Chinese yards in the last two years.

HPA’s recognition of FMT’s environmental performance
Federal Marine Terminals (FMT)
Hamilton was the first recipient of
the Hamilton Port Authority Annual
Environmental Recognition Award.
It was presented at the HPA’s
100 th Anniversary Port Partner
Appreciation Event on October 3.
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Delivery of Federal Mayumi
Fednav has added another new vessel to its growing fleet of ships, the
Federal Mayumi, built at Oshima Shipyard in Japan. This vessel is a sister
ship to Federal Satsuki, another Oshima-class vessel ordered through longstanding Japanese partner, Sumitomo Corporation. Jessica Pathy blessed
the new 36,000 DWT ice-class vessel in a naming ceremony held on
October 2.

